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A Stellar Incubator

Gemini Observatory Facts

Starburst galaxy NGC 1313 is a stellar incubator delivering
stars on a scale rarely seen in a single galaxy of its size. As
imaged by the Gemini South 8-meter telescope in Chile, a
multitude of colorful gas clouds blaze forth from the galaxy’s
spiral arms — a tell-tale sign that this extragalactic wonder is
a prolific star factory.

PRIMARY MIRRORS:

Located some 15 million light years away, NGC 1313 is a
late-type barred spiral galaxy. It is a relatively close galactic
neighbor to the Milky Way and has a mysterious past.
Generally, starburst galaxies show some signs of interaction
with another galaxy; and a close galactic encounter is usually
responsible for sparking increased levels of starbirth activity.
However, NGC 1313 appears to be a neighborless “drifter,” far
away from any other packs of galaxies.
It is possible that a thousand supernovae exploded in a
span of just a few million years, forming a “superbubble” of
gas that triggered star formation as it expanded outward.
Another theory is that shock waves generated by an unseen
companion punching through the disk set off star formation
like ripples in a pond. Then again, nearby gas clouds may
simply be falling into (or orbiting) the galaxy, prompting
localized starbursts.
Whatever the cause, NGC 1313’s deformed shape and high
rate of star formation remains an extragalactic puzzle.

Diameter: 8.1 meters; 26.57 feet; 319.84 inches
Mass: 22.22 metric tonnes; 24.5 U.S. tons
Composition: Corning Ultra-Low Expansion (ULE) Glass
Surface Accuracy: 15.6 nm RMS (between 1/1000 - 1/10,000 		
		 thickness of human hair)
TELESCOPE STRUCTURES:
Height: 21.7 meters; 71.2 feet; 7 stories (from “Observing Floor”)
Weight: 380 metric tonnes; 419 U.S. tons
Optomechanical Design: Cassegrain ; Alt-azimuth
DOMES:
Height: 46 meters; 151 feet; 15 stories (from ground)
Weight: 780 metric tonnes; 860 U.S. tons (moving mass)
Rotation: 360 degrees in 2 minutes
Thermal Vents: 10 meters; 32.8 feet (width – fully open)
GEOGRAPHICAL DATA:
Elevation: Gemini North: 4,214 meters; 13,824 feet
		
Gemini South: 2,737 meters; 8,980 feet
Location: Gemini North: 19º49.4’N; 155º28.1’W
		
Gemini South: 30º14.5’S; 70º44.8’W
To see this, and many other images, please visit:
http://www.gemini.edu/legacyph

